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On a class of multiplicative functions 
HEDI DABOUSSI and HUBERT DELANGE 
In a recent paper [1] we proved the following result : Let / be a multiplicative 
arithmetical function satisfying 
(1) 2 l/(«)l2 = 0(x). 
nâx 
Then, for every irrational a, (l/x) 2 f(n)etzii!m tends to zero as x tends to infinity. 
B S X 
We stated that this result still holds if the exponent 2 in (1) is replaced by any 
A>1 and that we planned to give the proof elsewhere. It turns out that this follows 
from the work of INDLEKOFER [3], for the hypothesis that 
(2) 2 l/(")l" = O(x) for some A > 1 
nsx 
implies that / belongs to his class i f* . However we think it is still interesting to 
give our proof, which is quite different and enables us to obtain a uniform result, 
namely the following one. 
T h e o r e m . Let K and X be fixed real numbers satisfying K^ 1 and A>1, and let a 
be a fixed irrational number. Given any e > 0 , there exists a positive X—X(K, A, a, e) 
such that, for any multiplicative arithmetical function satisfying 
(3) 2 l/(«)lA — Kx for all positive x, 
NSX 
we have 
|(1/*) 2 /(n)e2Bf™| S £ for x ^ X . 
For the proof it is obviously sufficient to consider the case when A ^ 2 for, 
by Holder's inequality, (3) implies 
2 i f ( n ) \ x ' s K * > x x for any positive A ' < A. 
B S X 
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Throughout this paper we write e(t) for e2ni'; the letter p is used for a prime 
number, while the letters m and n are used to denote positive integers. means 
"jf\n but pr+1Jfn". An empty sum is assumed to be zero. 
1. To prove the theorem we need three lemmas. 
1.1. L e m m a 1. Let K, M and e be real numbers satisfying 1 and 0 < e < 
•cAf—1. There exists - X(K/M, s)>'e such that, if g is any real-valued multiplicative 
function satisfying 
g(«)=0 for every n and 2 for every x i l , 
nSx 
then for Xi?.X(K, M, e) " : . : 
2 \/p ^ ( l - ( l + £ ) / M ) l o g l o g x . 
PSx \ 
g(p)-zM 
P r o o f . As in the proof of Lemrfia 1 of [1] we have for c r^ l and x > e 
1 y — > 1 1 x" - 1 / ' 1q Ka \ 
loglogx ¿^c p ~ l o g l o g x p " " M l o g l o g x { a 1 J ' 
g(.p)-=M • 
where A=2(M/p—log(I-I-Mip)). 
Let rj be a positive number such that en~=l+£. If o = l+t]/logx, then, as x 
tends to infinity, the right-hand side , of the-above inequality tends to 1 —e"fM. 
So there, exists X > e such that it is —(1 + e)/M for x ^ X : 
1.2. L e m m a 2. Let ax, a2, ..., an, ... be a sequence of complex numbers with 
the following properties : • 
• (i) |a„| is a multiplicative function of n; »•• » 
(ii) for some A£]T, 2], ~2 \an\A=Kx for all positive x. . nmx 
Let = 1) (so that l/A+.l//i== \). If M is any positive number, then we have 
for every positive x 
Z (mip/x) 2 fl.'rO/*) ^ CixKW-» 
p "1X nmx (IS x 
\ap\SM p | | n 
where CXiM is a constant wluch depends only upon X and M. 
P r o o f . It is known (ELLIOTT [2]) that there exists an absolute contant C such 
that, if x, , x 2 , . . . , x„,... is any sequence of complex numbers, then for every positive x 
2 ( i / / ) l № ) 2 x„-(\ix) 2 *„l2 ^ c ( i / x ) 2 k l 2 , 
p, r n^X • tl^X • - J 
f ^ l p'Un 
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and therefore 
2 (i//»)IG»/*) 2 *„-(!/*) 2 *nl2 S C(i/x) 2 W 3 -
pSx n^x n&x ASx 
Pll" 
We now consider a fixed positive x and we denote by 3PX the set of those primes 
p which are S x and for which \ap\sM. The quantity to be estimated is 
S= 2 U//»)*5, where = |(p/x) 2 a„-(l/x) 2 4 
itsx i»S* 
Pll" 
We may suppose S > 0 (and so for the inequality to be proved is trivial if 
5 = 0 . We may write an=xn\an\, where |a„| = 1, and 
(Plx) 2<*n~0lx)2 an = copXp, where > p | = 1. n^x ngx 
Define the function $ on C by 
<*>(z) = (KS)-* 2 (IIP)C5„X^((PIX) 2 a„k | A - - - ( l /* ) 2 «N\C*N\XZ)-
nSx nSx 
Plln 
(Here 0"=0 for any complex w). <P is an entire function and it is bounded in every 
strip AtsRezSB. We see that 0(l/X)=K~lllS1111 and that |4>(z)|=Sl + M;- when 
R e z = l , for 
2 kl* = 2 \amp\x = I«/ 2 ^ \a,\l 2 kJ*. 
nr*x m p r> x m^xjp m^x/p 
p||n pfm pfm 
Using Cauchy—Schwarz's inequality and Elliott's inequality, with xn=a„|a„|A i , we 
see that | $ ( z ) | ^ C 1 / 8 when R e z = l / 2 . It follows that, when l / 2 s R e z S l , 
Taking z— MX we get K^S11»^C1'"(I +MX)2,X~\ which yields 
5 ss C( 1 + M f - W - ^ ' A W ) . 
1.3. L e m m a 3. Given an arithmetical function f and a real number a, set 
Cf(x, a) = ( l / x ) 2 f(n)e(noc) (x > 0). 
nmx 
Now let l1,l2,...,lr be fixed positive numbers satisfying /y=/i for 1, and let 
a l 5 a2 , ..., a r fee fixed real numbers satisfying oij&<xk (mod 1) /o r j^k. Let 
T= 2 l / | s i n « ( a , - o f c ) | . 
Then, for any arithmetical function f satisfying 
(4) 2" |/(«)!A==Kx /o r positive x (A>0), 
10 
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where 1 < Л ё 2 , we have for x^T/e . . . . - . 
i 
whire:ii^/(X-\)(sothati/X+l/fi = i). 
P r o o f . It is proved in [1] (Lemma 3) that there exists Л'(е)>0 such that, for 
any arithmetical function / satisfying 
2 l/(")l2 — Kx for every positive x, ; • . nsx . • 
we have 
2 (i/h)ICf(xllj, «j)|2 S (1 +г)т for x ^ X(e). j=i 
Although this is not stated explicitly, it is clear in the proof that X(s) may be taken 
equal to Tie. 
Now let / b e any arithmetical function satisfying (4). Consider a fixed x s T / e 
and set 
. . . . \Cf(x/lj, a,)| = Yj, . Cf(x/lj, ocj) = YjUj, where. |Hj.| = 1, 
f(n) = \f(n)\v„,. where |i>„| = 1, and 
5 = 2Y?lij. j " 1 
We have to prove that \+B)Km7i)II1. Since this is trivially true if S=0, 
we may suppose 5 > 0 . Define the function W on С by 
4>{z) = l\-*K-*S-* 1 UjYf%\lx) 2 \Ah)\^vae{ctjn)). 
- J-"1 . n-xl'j 
4' is an entire function and it is bounded in every strip A ^ K e z S B . We see that 
«F ( l /A^ l^K-^S 1 1 1 1 and that ¡^(z)|s=l for R e z = l . If z = l / 2 + j > , where у 
is realj then by the Cauchy—Schwarz inequality 
\4>(z)\ ^ll<*K-V>S-V*(2;Y?IIjyi2(2lj\(llx) 2 \f(h)\4u2+iy)vne(ctjn)\2)112, 
J = 1 j = 1 nsx/lj 
that is 
where / , ( „ ) = \ f ( n ) \ ^ ^ v n . 
j=i 
Since 2 l / , (") l 2= 2 \f(h)\x^Kx, it follows from the above quoted result that 
n^x пшх 
. ¿miCfJx/lj^jW^il+BWh. : 
j-1 
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We thus see that +E)1/2 for Re z = 1/2. I t follows that |«P(z)|s(l - f e ) 1 " ^ 
for l / 2 s R e z s l . . I n particular |<F(1/A)|^(1+e)1/", or ¡ { ' " K ^ S 1 ' " ^ ( 1 + e ) 1 / * , which 
yields the desired result. 
2. P r o o f of ' ; ' the t h e o r e m . Let K and X be fixed real numbers satisfying 
. K s l and 1 and let a be a fixed irrational number. Let p = X/(X—1). 
2.1. We first choose M s - 1 and J; satisfying 0 < r j ^ M x — i . By Lemma 1 we 
can choose such that, for any multiplicative function / s a t i s fy ing (3), 
(5) 2 l//> M l - ( l + > / ) M ^ ) l o g l o g x for J ^ J , 
psx 
I/CRIHAI 
2.2. Now we consider a fixed multiplicative function / satisfying (3) and we 
denote by SP the set of those primes p for which \f(p)\^M. By (5) 8P is infinite 
and its smallest element pQ is ^ A y . We remark that, for each prime p, 
2 /(»)«(««) ='"2 'f(mpje(«mp) = f ( p ) 2 'f(m)e'(pam) = 
nrix in p x m^xlp. 
p| |n pfm pfm 
= /(/>)( 2 f(m)e(pum)- 2 f(m)e(potm). 
m ̂ -xjp . m^x/p 
p\m 
The first sum in the brackets is, in the notation of Lemma 3, ( x / p ) C f ( x / p , pa). 
On the other hand we have 
I 2 2 l / ( m ) l T A ( 2 l ) 1 ' " ^ 
m^xfp m^xfp mSxIp 
p\m . p\m p\m 
s= (Kx/pf'Hx/p2)11" = K1/xx/p1+1/". 
We thus see that 
12 №e(an)\ ^ \f(p)\Cxlp)(\C,(x/p, p<x)\ +K1'x/p1"'). 
n^x 
PII" 
In particular, if p^S?, then 
|Plx 2 /(»M«»)| S M{\Cf (x/p, pa)\ +K1'x/p1'"). nSx 
' PII" 
It follows that for every p ^ 
| ( l/x) Z / ( H M * » ) | = nSx 
n^x . . US* n^x 
' p\\n. p|l™ 
M\C,(x/p, pa)| +MK1/xlpllll + \(p/x) 2 / ( » ) c ( a » ) - ( 1/*) 2 / ( « M « " ) | 
n̂ X flgx 
PII» 
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and therefore • 
\{\ix)2 finieiznf^y-^M^Cjixlp ,pa)\»+y-1M''K1Kx-1>/p+ : V 
+ 3 " - 1 ! ( p / x ) 2 f(n)e(cm)-Wx) 2 
n^x n^x 
pll» 
Using Lemma 2 with an=f(n)e(an), we see that, if y is any number (and 
therefore s/>0), then we have for x ^ y 




We now remark that, since a is irrational,, if p' and p" are distinct primes, 
then p'<x^p"a. (mod 1). Define a function T* for y^3 by 
(6) T*(y)= 2 l/|sin mx(p"—p')\. 
p'.p'sy 
It follows from Lemma 3 that, if x^T*(y), then 
• 2 (VpKCAx/P^W&IKW-VIpv S KW-V. 
PSy - . S . • ; 
pes* 
Thus, if y ^ X x and i x s M a x ^ , r*(^)), then 
( 2 1AP)|(1/*) Z / ( « M H " ^ H, 
p^y n^X I 
where 
(7) : H = + 1/P2.+ Q,m)-
Since » 
2 i / p s 2 1/p ^ (i - ( i + log log >>, 
pmy psy 
P i » l/(p)|-=Af 
this yields 
(8) |0 /*) 2 / ( » ) « ( « « ) ^ H1'"^ - ( 1 + r,)/M'-)-y (log log y)'1'". nmx 
2.3. So far, we have proved the following result: If y^Xx and x s M a x (y,T*(y)), 
where T*(y) is defined by (6), then for any multiplicative function / satisfying (3) 
we have (8), where H is defined by (7). 
Given e>0 , we can choose i such that the right-hand side of (8) is 
S t " for y=y0- If x S M a x ( j 0 , r*0'0)), then for any multiplicative function / 
satisfying (3) 
|0/*) 2 An)em\ ^ e. 
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